Winter doldrums? Time to *shake it off* and take part in the reading challenge of your *wildest dreams*!

This is a challenge for all ages, whether you’re *fifteen*, *22* or *The Man*.

Read every day in March to get entered to win a prize so great you’ll *need to calm down*!

And for a bonus entry, read a book (or more!) inspired by the *style* of a Swiftie era.

Are you....*ready for it*?

Name _____________________________________________

Phone Number or Email _____________________________________

Age Range    ___ Child  ___ Teen  ___ Adult

Are you a Swiftie?

_____Of course

_____No, but I love a good reading challenge
Swiftie Reading Tracker: read every day in March!
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The first book in a series

LOVE STORY: A Book about Love

Dear John: A book with a name in the Title

22: A Book with a number in the title

Welcome to New York: A book set in NYC

reputation: A book with a black and white cover

London Boy: A book set in the UK

August: A book that takes place during the summer

Happiness: A book that made you smile

Lavender Haze: A book with a color in the title